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 News | Data | Intelligence

 CTFN offers relevant, timely, market-leading
                    reporting, data and intelligence. Our coverage
                    follows critical merger and regulatory events across
                    multiple industries and sectors.
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 About Us
 CTFN is a market-leading news and data resource for investors and professionals who are serious about following merger-related developments and understanding events that could influence industrial dynamics — including changes in regulatory enforcement across North America, Europe, and the UK.
 Our proprietary platform provides financial news, data, and resources for investors, legal and corporate professionals, regulators, and academics seeking granular knowledge around corporate mergers and notable events, potential impacts from changes in regulatory agencies, and insight into the political environment surrounding these situations. To learn more about CTFN, please schedule a complimentary platform overview.
 Request a Trial



 Complete the form below and one of our representatives will be in
                        touch with you.
     
 
                            I agree to my personal data being stored and used by CTFN for delivery of it's services. Please
                            see privacy and terms & conditions.
  
 Submit




 Our Products
 In addition to its market-leading news, CTFN offers readers a range of tools and services to augment their investment research.
 M&A News

 CTFN’s esteemed reporting service, our M&A news product, leverages industry intel and sophisticated sourcing from a team of experienced journalists and former investment managers to advance coverage of critical deals and regulatory activity. All news stories, dating back to the start of our service in 2014, can be searched and sorted on the platform.

 
 The Daily

 A weekday update of developments and changes in the deals that our analyst team is
                tracking. The
                Daily Observer includes deal announcements, associated filings and releases, sourced content from
                our
                journalists, and a summative review of activity in the deal and regulatory space from the prior 24
                hours.
                All Daily Observer content and associated links can be searched and sorted on the platform.

 
 Direct Consultations

 Readers can schedule time to speak directly with a CTFN journalist when they have specific questions about a story. All Direct Consultations are chaperoned by CTFN’s Director of Compliance.

 
 CTFN API Data Offering

 Complete data set of news stories, content, tickers, dates, and times since our service launched in 2014.

 
 CTFN Speaker Series

 Exclusive events that bring CTFN contacts face to face with subscribers. Readers are invited to attend events and ask questions of a speaker who offers a unique perspective on a relevant and timely topic. Examples of some past speakers CTFN has hosted include:
 	Debbie Feinstein, FTC Former Director, Bureau of Competition
	Jon Orszag, Senior Managing Director, Compass Lexecon Economic Consulting Firm
	Nathan Leamer, FCC staffer and former advisor to then Chairman, Adjit Pai
	Stephen Weissman, FTC Former Deputy Director, Bureau of Competition


 
 Resources & Tools

 
                CTFN readers have access to a range of resources on our platform to enhance their research:
 	DMA Alerts – Realtime alerts of all Definitive Merger Agreements, as they are filed at the SEC. The Pressrisk platform also applies an algorithm that extracts relevant details and clauses so our readers can have a quick summary of the filing. Pressrisk assigns a score to each agreement, indicating its likelihood of being upheld in Chancery court.
	Regulatory Calendar – Upcoming events, deadlines, and decisions expected on critical deals and regulatory transactions. This calendar is populated by the CTFN analyst team in conjunction with their deal research.
	Active Situations – A list of the current deals that CTFN is covering and a simplified way to gather news, calendar items, court transcripts, filings, releases, and announcements, by deal, in one centralized location. Subscribers who use the RMS inbox can also integrate their own email subscriptions into the search.
	Filings – Links to all filings and resources referenced in our news content and The Daily.



 Contact Us
 Get in touch with us to learn more about our reporting
                        services, request a trial, or share your feedback on our
                        stories. We are always available to assist our readers if
                        the need arises.
                    
    Submit
  

 Our Offices
 55 Post Road West, Westport, CT
1100 15th St., Washington, DC
7 Bell Yard, London WC2A 2JR, UK

 Join Us
 We are seeking applicants who share our
                        passion for accurate and quality journalism,
                        with a deep respect for their work and their
                        colleagues. Click below to learn more.
                    
 
                        Careers


 Commitment to Our Readers
 CTFN is committed to quality journalism. We strive to meet our
                readers’ needs for accurate
                and timely information by employing hardworking reporters and analysts who share our core
                values of integrity and a desire to seek the truth.
 We respect the trust our readers place in us to deliver our best
                work, and in return, we
                promise a spirit of collaboration and dedication to our craft. We carry that commitment to our
                employees and our communities by promoting a culture of diversity, inclusion, and
                mindfulness toward personal growth and sustainability.
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